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Economy  
 
Data shows rapid increase of multimillionaire depositors in last six months 

 The number of multimillionaire depositors in Bangladesh has increased by 3,913 in the span of six months, according to a 
report published by Bangladesh Bank on Sunday. The report stated that the number of multimillionaire account holders in 
commercial banks across the country currently stood at 65,951, as compared to 62,038 in March. 

 According to the data from central bank, 82 more people had accumulated more than Tk50 crore in deposits over this 
time frame, with 702 depositors in the category six months ago. Former Bangladesh Bank deputy governor Khondoker 
Ibrahim Khaled said: “Due to the focus moving away from the welfare of the economy, the number multimillionaire 
depositors have been increasing.” 

 “It is certain that Bangladesh is currently a capitalist economy, with money-making policies similar to those followed in 
the United States (US). In contrast, Europe focuses on the welfare of the economy, putting emphasis on reducing gaps 
between the rich and the poor,” he added. The former deputy governor further said that this shift away from welfare 
centric policies to the capitalist US model has coincided with an increase in bank robberies, as the focus on wealth 
generation by the general public and widening gap between the wealthy and poverty stricken creates discrimination. 

 Echoing Khondoker Ibrahim Khaled’s comments on discrimination as a result of the wage gap, former adviser to the 
caretaker government AB Mirza Azizul Islam said: “The rise of millionaire depositors shows a particular class of society 
becoming rich. As a result, discrimination in the society is on the rise.” “People are saving more money in the banks 
because there is no scope for investment in the country. The saving deposits gradually increase and double-your-money 
schemes are helping to generate more millionaires,” he said. 

 
From:   http://www.dhakatribune.com/business/economy/2017/09/12/bangladesh-multimillionaire-depositors/  
 
Bank 
 
Banks’ net income drops 33pc in one year to June 

 Net income of all banks after provisioning and tax dropped by nearly 33 per cent or Tk 8.96 billion as of June 30 of the 
current calendar year. According to unaudited and provisional figures, compiled by Bangladesh Bank (BB), the net income 
of the banks came down to Tk 18.45 billion as of June 30, 2017 from Tk 27.41 billion as of June 30, 2016.Bankers 
attributed that the net profit of the banks decreased significantly during the period under review mainly due to higher 
provisioning requirements against the bad debts. 

 The provisioning against total bad debts of all banks rose to Tk 52.56 billion on June 30, 2017 from Tk 34.08 billion as of 
June 30, 2016, the BB data showed. Some banks did not perform as per their respective desired levels during the period 
under review mainly due to increase in their volume of non-performing loans (NPLs). 

 The volume of classified loans rose by more than 19 per cent to Tk 741.48 billion as on June 30, 2017 from Tk 621.72 
billion as on December 31, 2016. The amount of NPLs was Tk 633.65 billion a year before.  "There is a twin-effect of 
classified loans in the banking system," a senior executive of a leading private commercial bank (PCB) told the FE Tuesday. 

 He said the banks will have to keep the interest earned from classified loans to their interest-suspense account, instead of 
taking it into profit account. Besides, the banks will have to ensure required provisioning against total classified loans 
from their profits, the private banker explained. 

 He also said the falling trend in interest rate spread has also pushed down the overall net profits of the banks during the 
period under review. The weighted average spread between the lending and deposit rates offered by the commercial 
banks came down to 4.72 per cent in June 2017 from 4.85 per cent in June 2016. The private banker expects the profits 
might rise in the second half of this year if the banks could reduce the amount of NPLs through strengthening their 
recovery drives. 
 

From:   http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/banks-net-income-drops-33pc-in-one-year-to-june-1505238555  
 
Avert large loans, lend to productive SMEs 

 Four state-owned commercial banks (SoCBs) received Tuesday directives for largely lending to small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs), particularly manufacturing ones, rather than disbursing large loans. Officials said the redirection of 
the public banks' credit operations came as a remedy for their growing risks of getting deeper into the problem of 
accumulating classified loans.  

 The public-sector banks have also been asked to improve their financial health forthwith through reducing the volume of 
classified loans. The instructions were given at a meeting held at the central bank headquarters in the capital with 
Bangladesh Bank (BB) Governor Fazle Kabir in the chair.  

 The meeting was convened to review the progress in implementing memorandums of understanding (MoUs) and key 
financial indicators of the four SoCBs -- Sonali Bank, Janata Bank, Agrani Bank and Rupali Bank. The chief executive officers 
(CEOs)-cum-managing directors (MDs) of the public banks and four observers were present at the meeting. 

 "We've asked the SoCBs for taking effective measures immediately to reduce the volume of classified loans," BB 
spokesperson Shubhankar Saha told the FE. Mr. Saha, an executive director of the central bank, said the central bank also 
advised the state-owned banks to take effective measures to expedite recovery of the classified loans through drives 
across the country. 

 The central bank's latest instructions came against the backdrop of a rising trend in overall non-performing loans (NPLs) in 
the banking sector, particularly in the SoCBs, in the first half (H1) of this calendar year.The total amount of NPLs with six 
SoCBs rose to Tk 345.81 billion during the period under review from Tk 310.26 billion on December 31, 2016. It was Tk 
357.16 billion in the first quarter (Q1) of this calendar year. 
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 "We've also asked the SoCBs to improve their quality of services," the BB spokesperson said in reply to a query. At the 
same meeting, the public banks were also directed to improve their internal controls and compliance in line with the BB 
advice for checking fraudulence and forgeries, the meeting sources said. The central bank also instructed the SoCBs to 
take necessary measures to properly implement the existing core-risk guidelines to minimise their risks. 

 The BB earlier identified six core risk areas in the country's banking sector. The risk factors are: credit, asset and liability, 
foreign exchange, information technology, internal controls and compliance, and money laundering. The meeting also 
reviewed various issues, including recovery position on default loans, liquidity situation, credit growth, operating 
expenses and cost of funds of the government banks. The central bank had earlier signed the MoUs with the 
managements of the SoCBs for improving their financial performance by providing policy support. 

 
From:   http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/avert-large-loans-lend-to-productive-smes-1505239653  
 
BB blasts 4 SCBs over defaulted loans 

 Bangladesh Bank on Tuesday criticised the performances of four state-owned commercial banks as the indicators related 
to their defaulted loans, required capital and credit recovery from top 20 defaulters deteriorated significantly in recent 
times. The BB asked the four banks — Sonali, Janata, Agrani and Rupali — to speed up their recovery process of defaulted 
loans as non-performing loans in the banks continue to increase due to their loan disbursement defying the rules and 
regulations. 

 The BB also asked the banks not to disburse large loans as such type of credit usually creates risky situation, a BB official 
told New Age on Tuesday. The BB asked the banks to pay more attention to disbursing SME and farm loans, he said. The 
central bank also asked the banks to improve their client service due to their lower performance offering the banking 
services to the people, the official said. 

 BB governor Fazle Kabir attended the meeting while the managing directors of the banks were present. The BB arranges 
the MoU meeting in every three months to supervise and monitor the banks’ financial health. The central bank asked the 
banks to strengthen their capital base through recovering the classified loans, the official said. The capital shortfall of 
Sonali Bank stood at Tk 2,619 crore as of June 30, 2017 and that of Rupali Bank at Tk 740.58 crore, the BB data showed. 

 Janata Bank and Agrani Bank, however, kept their required minimum capital in the second quarter, but their capital base 
is yet to reach as expected. The BB asked the banks to strengthen their programmes for cash recovery from the top 20 
defaulters as non-performing loans amounting to Tk 9,103 crore were now stuck in the top defaulters of the SCBs. 

 The BB data showed that the top 20 defaulters of Sonali Bank had faced classified loans amounting to Tk 3,484 crore, 
Janata Bank Tk 2,218 crore, Agrani Bank Tk 1,169 crore and Rupali Bank Tk 2,232 crore. The BB data showed that overall 
defaulted loans in the four banks stood at Tk 26,426 crore as of June 2017 which was 23.15 per cent of their total 
disbursed loan of Tk 1,12,418 crore.  As of June, Sonali Bank faced defaulted loans amounting to Tk 11,421 crore while Tk 
5,340 crore such loans was faced by Janata Bank, Tk 4,904 crore by Agrani Bank and Tk 4,760 crore by Rupali Bank.  
 

From:   http://www.newagebd.net/article/23904/bb-blasts-4-scbs-over-defaulted-loans  
 
Amendment to banking companies act placed in parliament 

 The Banking Companies (Amendment) Act-2017, which allows the doubling of the number of directors in a bank's board 
from a single family and extends the tenure of directors, was placed in the parliament yesterday. The proposed law has 
now been forwarded to the parliamentary standing committee on finance for further scrutiny. A report has to be 
submitted to the parliament within two months. 

 The bill, which was placed by Finance Minister AMA Muhith, was met with strong opposition from Jatiya Party Lawmaker 
Fakhrul Imam, who termed the government move unethical. Raising the number of directors from two to four from a 
single family and the extension of the tenure from six years, or two consecutive terms, to nine years would strengthen a 
family's grip in private banks, he said. 

 They could become directors again after a three-year hiatus. “It will turn the banking sector into a family venture,” Imam 
said. In May, the cabinet gave the go-ahead to the amendment that triggered an outcry from economists and former 
central bankers, who said the move would hurt the interest of depositors and that the government was bowing to 
pressure from businessmen. 

 For instance, AB Mirza Azizul Islam, a former adviser to a caretaker government, earlier told The Daily Star that the 
amendment is not desirable from the point of good governance in the banking sector. Muhith said although the Banking 
Companies Act 1991 was amended in 2013 there are ambiguities in some provisions, due to which the revisions are being 
done now. 

 The progress of the banking sector might be hindered if the new amendment was not brought in, he said. At present, 
there are over one lakh loan defaulters, according to Imam. The latest amendment will encourage corruption and the loan 
default culture, he said.  “He (Muhith) is vocal against corruption. But why does the minister bring out such a bill?” he 
asked, while requesting the finance minister to withdraw the amendment. 

 In reply, Muhith said the country has witnessed a massive development in the financial sector since 1991. Individuals are 
showing more interest in the banking sector although the system has not developed significantly in the country. “I have 
increased the number of directors from two to four so that the near and dear ones of investors can become involved in 
the system.” There is scope to discuss the bill further during its scrutiny in the parliamentary standing committee.  
“Besides, if the MPs make any good suggestion during the passage of the bill, I am assuring that those proposals will be 
accepted,” the minister said. 

 
From:   http://www.thedailystar.net/business/amendment-banking-companies-act-placed-parliament-1461412   
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Telecommunication  
 
4G auction by Dec 

 The telecom regulator is set to organise an open auction by December for selling spectrum in three bands, which will 
ultimately be used for offering 4G services in the country. The development comes after Bangladesh Telecommunication 
Regulatory Commission yesterday received the government-approved guideline signed off by Prime Minister Sheikh 
Hasina, who also heads the telecom ministry. 

 The mobile operators will roll out 4G services as soon as they get licences, said Shahjahan Mahmood, chairman of the 
regulatory body. He is hopeful that by the end of this year mobile users can enjoy 4G services. TIM Nurul Kabir, secretary 
general of the Association of Mobile Telecom Operators of Bangladesh, said they are expecting the government to take 
the issues raised by the mobile operators into cognisance. 

 “We want a win-win proposition, one that will ultimately help the industry and encourage investors to put more and 
more money in this field,” he added. According to the approved guideline, the floor price for each megahertz of spectrum 
in the 2,100 band would be $27 million and $30 million in the 900 and 1,800 bands. However, the mobile operators 
earlier proposed $15 million for each MHz in all three bands. 

 The spectrum conversion fee for technology neutrality in the existing 900 and 1,800 bands will also be brought down to 
$7.5 million per megahertz from $10 million. Technology neutrality allows the operators to offer either of 2G, 3G or 4G 
services from any band as they see fit, a facility that helps in reducing the operational costs and improving the service 
quality. 

 At present, market leader Grameen-phone is using 14.6 MHz of spectrum in the 1,800 band and 7.4 MHz in the 900 band. 
Robi has a total of 26.4 MHz of spectrum, Banglalink 15 MHz and state-owned Teletalk 15.2 MHz in the two bands.  
Earlier, Prime Minister's ICT Affairs Adviser Sajeeb Wazed Joy recommended slashing the licence fee and other charges 
along with loosening the other terms and conditions, all of which were accommodated in the approved guidelines. 

 The 4G licence fee will be brought down to Tk 10 crore from the BTRC's earlier proposal of Tk 15 crore and the annual fee 
to Tk 5 crore from Tk 7.5 crore. According to the guideline, the operators will have to retain the mobile subscribers' usage 
data for 12 years. The operators will have to pay Tk 150 crore to participate in each category of spectrum auction, reads 
the guideline. 

 They will also have to pay Tk 150 crore as bank performance guarantee for rollout obligation. Under the rollout obligation, 
the operators will extend 4G services in all divisional headquarters within nine months of getting the licence. They are 
also bound to roll out the service in the district headquarters within 18 months and all over the country within three years 
of acquiring the licence, according to the guideline. 

 The operators will share 5.5 percent gross revenue with the BTRC and another 1 percent for social obligation segment. 
Currently, the 4G services are available in all the neighbouring countries As of February, there are more than seven crore 
mobile internet users in Bangladesh, 3.5 crore of which use 3G services. The mobile operators said there is no way of 
getting back a “substantial” return of the Tk 22,600 crore they need to invest to roll out 4G services within the first three 
years. And their estimate has not even taken into account the spectrum charge. They say the high spectrum charges and 
tax and low 4G device penetration and data price rates are to blame for their depressing outlook. 
 

From:   http://www.thedailystar.net/business/telecom/4g-auction-dec-1461433  
 
Capital Market 
 
Aman Cotton to conduct e-bidding 

 The securities regulator Tuesday took some decisions including allowing Aman Cotton Fibrous to conduct electronic 
bidding to determine cut-off prices of shares for going public under book building method. The decisions were taken at a 
meeting held at the office of the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC). 

 At the Tuesday's meeting, the regulator also took the decision of appointing special auditor to examine whether the 
Pacific Denims utilised the IPO (initial public offering) fund was used as per commitment made in prospectus. The 
regulatory decision regarding appointment of special auditor came following some 'abnormalities' in utilising IPO fund by 
Specific Denims, the BSEC said. 

 As per the BSEC's approval, Aman Cotton Fibrus will go for price bidding to determine cut-off price at which institutional 
investors will purchase the company's shares. Under the book building method, the company will raise capital worth Tk 
800 million to purchase machineries, to repay bank loans and to bear the IPO expense.  

 In the financial statement for the year ended on June 30, 2016 Aman Cotton Fibrous reported net asset value (NAV) of Tk 
35.63 per share and the five years' weighted average of earning per share (EPS) of Tk 3.49. At Tuesday's meeting, the 
securities regulator imposed penalty of above Tk 1.6 million on four brokerage firms for breaching securities rules. 

 For its mismatch in consolidated customer account the Indicate Securities Consultants will have to pay penalty worth Tk 
0.3 million, Fakhrul Islam Securities Tk 0.5 million, Azam Securities Tk 0.5 million and Saya Securities Tk 0.3 million. The 
directors of Dhaka Fisheries will have to pay penalty of Tk 0.1 million each for not submitting the company's audited 
financial statement for the year ended on June 30, 2015. The trustee of ICB AMCL First NRB Mutual Fund has reported net 
asset value (NAV) of Tk 24.64 per unit for the purpose of liquidation of the fund. 
 

From:   http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/aman-cotton-to-conduct-e-bidding-1505234676   
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Commodities  
 
Govt to import sugar to meet post-flood shortage 

 The government is going to import 50,000 tonnes of refined sugar to increase national stock and meet possible shortage 
of the essential food item, said official sources. The decision came at a time when the retail prices of sugar fell during the 
last couple of months. The Ministry of Industries will place the import proposal at the meeting of the Cabinet Committee 
on Public Purchase today. Finance Minister AMA Muhith will preside over the meeting. 

 Chairman of Bangladesh Sugar and Food Industries Corporation AKM Delwar Hossain said Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina 
has already given permission to import 100,000 tonnes of sugar to meet a possible crisis due to the recent devastating 
floods in the country. 

 “Sugar canes are raw materials of the sugar mills. But none of the eight state-owned sugar mills could collect sugar canes 
as per their demands as the flash floods had destroyed the sugar cane fields this year,” he told the Dhaka Tribune. 
“Because the floods hit the northern districts, the mills in Gaibandha, Joypurhat, Panchagarh and Thakurgaon failed to 
collect adequate raw materials.” 

 Delwar Hossain said there is only a total stock of 18,000 tonnes of sugar now at the government-owned warehouses. 
According to him, such situation may create panic among consumers as privately-owned sugar mills can take the 
advantage of it and increase the prices. “We need 80,000 tonnes of sugar more in the government stocks to meet local 
demand. As part of this, the import proposal has been made,” Delwar Hossain said. 

 The country’s total demand of sugar is now 1.5m tonnes, mostly met by the private millers. The state-owned mills meet 
around 100,000 tonnes. The retail price of sugar has now dropped to Tk56 per kg from Tk60 one month ago while that of 
the packed sugar is selling at Tk65 per kg compared to Tk69 a month earlier. 

 According to the industries ministry, the total stock of sugar at the state-owned firms stands at 41,951 tonnes and of it 
the stock for distribution among the staff of different forces including military, police, BGB and Ansar is 23,471 tonnes. 
The remaining stock excluding the amount kept for the forces is, therefore, 18,483 tonnes. 

 A seven local and international firms have participated in the industries ministry’s tender. M/S Ria International Company 
Limited offered the lowest price of Tk9,779.67 per tonne. The total cost of the import is estimated at Tk245 crore. Other 
firms which participated in the tender included United Sugar Mills Limited, City Sugar Industries Limited and M/S Globatu 
Import and Export Limited. The government has exempted the proposed import of sugar from taxes. 
 

From:   http://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2017/09/13/govt-import-sugar-meet-post-flood-shortage/  
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